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ADVERTIS ING MEDIUMS/TOOLS 

+ Ad campaigns/versus non campaigns
+  Banner advertising (online)
+ Cinema advertising
+ Community publications
+  Social media advertising
+ Google advertising
+ Newspapers and magazines
+ Noticeboards
+ Online directories/Yellow Pages
+ Other businesses/venues
+  Radio and TV
+  Recruitment
+  Retargeting/remarketing

A D  C A M PA I G N S  V S  N O N  C A M PA I G N 

+  “An advertising campaign is a series of  
advertisement messages that share a  
single idea and theme.... Advertising  
campaigns appear in different media across a  
specific time frame. The critical part of  
making an advertising campaign is  
determining a campaign theme as it sets the  
tone for the individual advertisements and  
other forms of marketing communications  
that will be used. The campaign theme is the  
central message that will be communicated  
in the promotional activities.” – wikipedia 

+  Eg. An accountancy may run a ‘tax time’  
campaign; a hairdressing salon may run a  
campaign specific to ‘crazy colours’; NAB’s More. Less. campaign

+ Non campaign is other advertising that occurs outside of a specific 
theme, such as general awareness, branding, a specific event or 
recruitment advertising
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BANNER ADVERTIS ING (ONLINE)  

+  “A web banner or banner ad is a form of advertising on the 

World Wide Web delivered by an ad server. This form of online 
advertising entails embedding an advertisement into a web 
page. It is intended to attract traffic to a website by linking to 
the website of the advertiser…When the advertiser scans their 
logfiles and detects that a web user has visited the advertiser's 
site from the content site by clicking on the banner ad, the 
advertiser sends the content provider some small amount of 
money” – wikipedia

+  Pay-per-click is the usual model 
+  Sometimes looks like an actual banner or an ad on the side
+ Choose what types of sites you’d like to appear on
+ Advertise by contacting the website owner directly or via Google 

Ads or other providers

CINEMA ADVERTIS ING 

+ Not that long ago cinema advertising was cost prohibitive for 

small businesses as it had to be produced as film
+ Now you can create really affordable ads using other video 

formats, animations or presentations (kind of like a PowerPoint)
+  You still need someone with those expertise to create it for you 

but it is a lot cheaper
+ Actual advertising costs can be quite reasonable 
+  You can for example book advertising across several movies for a 

week or hand pick what movies you would like your ad to appear 
with

+ Choose cinemas that are strategically located where your ideal 
customers will be and movies they are likely to watch 

+  The latest Helen Mirren movie in your demographical region 
might be a good option if your ideal customer is a baby boomer

+ A Fast and the Furious style movie would be good if your 
targeting tradespeople.
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COMMUNITY PUBL ICATIONS 

+ Often you may notice community publications that aren’t your 

regular newspaper or magazine
+  You may come across them in coffee shops or they may be 

letterbox dropped
+  They may vary in quality, but they are worth considering if your 

ideal customers are reading them.
+ Ask the publication for their rates and details of their readership 

to confirm whether you will reach enough of your target 
audience

SOCIAL  MEDIA ADVERTIS ING 

+ A lot of social media networks offer some form of advertising or 
sponsored posts – a lot are based on pay per click

+  The main ones are Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, LinkedIn
+  They are worth considering once again if they reach enough of your 

target audience
+  The beauty of social media advertising is that the social media 

provider has already collected great demographics on their users, so 
you can usually dictate exactly who sees your ad

+  They don’t have to like or follow you to see your ads. 
+  You can use lookalike audience features and drill down into people 

who like certain types of pages
+  I’ll point out some of the features in the social media instructional 

videos also in this module
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GOOGLE ADVERTIS ING 

+  Paid search – pay to boost your search engine results, branded with 
sponsored links and appears at the top

+ AdWords



GOOGLE ADS 
+  Pay-per-click – set yourself a budget for the day eg. Up to $20/day
+  Based on keywords and industry categories
+  You choose what locations the users may be located in
+  Some google ads you choose what types of sites you’d like to 

appear on 
+  Reasonably easy to set up yourself and good tracking
+ Google provides the formatting guidelines, for AdWords for 

example Line 1 and Line 2 of an ad are limited to 35 characters each 
including spacing

+ When used in conjunction with your Google analytics which shows 
your most popular keywords for your site and your positioning 
messages it can be very powerful.

+  http://www.google.com.au/adwords 
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NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES 

+  Like with any publication you need to consider if the magazine or 
newspaper you have in mind will reach your ideal customers and other 
influencers

+  Ask for details on their region, readership numbers and demographics of 
their readers

+  Enquire about discounts if booking recurring ad spots
+  Ask if there are any ‘editorial’ or ‘advertorial’ opportunities
+  Check whether you need to or have the option to provide your own 

artwork
+  If the publication is creating the artwork for you, ensure you give them 

details about your branding, positioning and ideal customers and don’t 
sign off on artwork unless it completely represents your brand and what 
you’re trying to achieve

+  Advertising can be expensive so always have a way to measure whether the 
ad was successful

NOTICEBOARDS 

+ Community and public noticeboards are often a good option if in a 
key location where you ideal customers will gather

+ Check the rules for what can be put up on the noticeboard and 
regularly remove old content and refresh

+  There’s nothing worse than a tatty or out-of-date poster taking up 
space on a noticeboard for several months or years!

+  It looks unprofessional and people stop ‘seeing’ it
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ONLINE DIRECTORIES/YELLOW PAGES 

+ Often you’ll get approached to have your business listed in a new 
online directory for a small fee (or even free)

+  They might sound like a good idea but do your homework first 
+ Always check out the directory for credibility and try and gauge how 

professional they are
+  If they want a fee, do you also get some editorial space?
+ Will they be allowing reviews on the site? If so you will need to 

regularly monitor it for comments and feedback
+ Ask them for web traffic statistics. Whose visiting their site?
+  If it’s brand new site it may be worth holding off until you can see if 

it’s likely to used by a lot of your target audience
+  Some big ones like the Yellow Pages online may be worthwhile but 

you need to be able to measure effectiveness
+  Truelocal directories or similar also work well for some types of 

businesses particularly trades

OTHER BUSINESSES AND VENUES 

+  Sometimes there are advertising opportunities in publications 
produced by other businesses or organisations

+  Think about school or sporting club newsletters
+ Maybe your local real estate agent letterbox drops a quarterly report 

in you region that also has advertising space
+  Venues such as clubs, hotels and sporting grounds often have 

advertising opportunities in terms of signage or on menus, or their 
marketing collateral

+ Medical surgeries and similar organisations often have TV screens 
with rolling ads and information

+  Think laterally about where your ideal customers and key influencers 
are likely to be and try and capture their attention there 

+ Associate yourself with complementary businesses you respect
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RADIO AND TV 

+  Similar to printed publications you need to consider if the radio or TV station 
you have in mind will reach your ideal customers and other influencers

+  Ask for details on their region, listener/viewer numbers and demographics of 
their listeners/viewers

+  Enquire about discounts if booking recurring ad spots
+  Ask if there are any story or feature opportunities on any of their programs
+  Some radio stations will offer ‘live reads’ where they can weave an ad into their 

everyday banter – often during breakfast shows
+  They are most likely to produce the ad for you so ensure you give them details 

about your branding, positioning and ideal customers and don’t sign off on 
artwork unless it completely represents your brand and what you’re trying to 
achieve

+  Advertising can be expensive so always have a way to measure whether the ad 
was successful. By the way, cheap TV ads usually look cheap.

+  Beware of cheap TV timeslots. It’s waste of money if no-one’s watching

RECRUITMENT ADS 

+ Many organisations forget that recruitment ads provide another 
communication touchpoint to reiterate your positioning and raise 
awareness for your brand

+ A well designed and worded recruitment ad not only looks 
professional to prospective employees but also can potentially reach 
your ideal customers

+  Follow the advertisement writing tips in the document attached to 
this module for all ads including recruitment
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RETARGETING/REMARKETING 
+  Retargeting or remarketing usually refers to online advertising. Specifically it 

refers to the practice of marketing (via online means) to a potential customer 
who visited your website but left it again before making a purchase.

+  Most web traffic does not convert to a sale on the first visit making 
retargeting a useful tool. If done well it can help you recapture a potential 
lost customer and convert them to a sale. There are some pitfalls though…
and one of them is the potential to look like a ‘stalker’.

+  Let’s say that on one particular day you view a specific product on a 
webpage, let’s say a ‘Fiji holiday package', then over the next few weeks, 
possibly even months, you notice that every time you are online, whether it is 
a newsite, blog or social media, you notice ads for ‘Fiji holiday packages’.

+  Retargeting is made possible with cookie-based technology and inserting 
simple Javascript code on your web pages, enabling you to ‘follow’ a user 
that visited your website.

+  This method has been reported to have one of the best returns on 
investment for marketing tools because you are targeting people already 
familiar with your brand.

+  http://blog.myprplus.com.au/2014/10/how-to-retarget-customers-
without.html 

+ ADVERTISING MEDIUMS AND TOOLS
+ ADVERTISEMENT WRITING TIPS ATTACHMENT
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